
Dear Jim: 	 e/25/8e 

ve read and annotated the DJ Response of 3/22/C3 in C.A. 5-1 9 . 

lief and fear ars that if you do not make a vigorous assault on the 
deliberatedishonesty of this outfage there is a real probability of their 
prev line on its untruthfulness, misrepresentations and distortions. I also 
believe that if you do not we will be at the very least severely handicapped 
at tee, appeals level. 

In some areas they have gone too far and you can recapture some of what we 
lost by a foroefel addressing of it, like not whether they had authority but 
whether we believed they did or reasonably could have believed it. 

As liars can't avoid doing, they contradict themselves, admitting now that 
I was to have worked at ho- but having initialle prevailed by alleging the 
exact opposite, that no place had been agreed  on. 

The give three different and I think contradictory versions of their 
supposed purposes in the consultancy, twice on one page and again on the very next: 

They lie about not having made any use of it, and in this regard I think they 
misrepresent both what Shea said and what we said he said, and use can be pivotal. 
(They never did return my report, did they?) 

We have these problems because to now we never really had ad: reseed their 
yermeatine dishonesty with vigor. 

When I say with vigorm I do not lean by speaaming and hollering. I mean 
foreefully and without mincing words. 

Once again you've sent me two copies of the same thing in C. A. ro-0322/0420. 
One is returned herewith: Retch tine I wonder if you forgot to put something in and 
sent a second copy instead. 

I fTlti  it interesting that they refer only to having an unnamed agent in N .0. 
execute an affidavit. It is my recollection that Anderson is the one who attested 
earlier, I an certain his name is on the search slips, and we should reject 
any attestation not from him because he did make an sttest to the searches. 
Their language also provokes wonder in othe - ways: letke claiming they had to 
figure out what i was talkiee about when I attached their record and it is 
specific in ieentifeent the neutrallee file by nueber and refers to to existence 
of Prior searcha the search slip of which should be on file. They had no problems 
at all and none in prompt response, except that they have what think is per 
to try to cover up. I think that it is really because they recognize the perjury 
questeon thet they need more time and went so-oone other than Anderson to prepare 
their affidavit. I look forward to reading it 

If we discuss this 1996 mendacity by phone I'd like you to be prepared to tape 
it so you will not have to depend on incomplete notes. I regard it as very 
important and a mat 	 about which we dare not take any more chances. That is 
why I'll be eakeng a spedial trip into town to mail this so you can have it honday, 

in haste, and some disgust, 
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